Dear Montgomery County Councilmembers,

I am completely opposed to any vaccine mandates or passports for businesses and schools.

A mandate is clearly not needed as our citizens have done their part and gotten vaccinated. The pharma community has let us down with a product touted to be 95% effective, yet in reality is completely ineffective at stopping the current variant of Sars-Cov2. Unfortunately, this is how future evolution of the virus will unfold, with an endless immune escape from potential vaccines. Sars-Cov2 is not polio or the measles. It mutates, infects, and transmits too quickly to be controlled completely by vaccination.

The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), the American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry (AACAP) and the Children’s Hospital Association (CHA) joined together to declare a National State of Emergency in Children’s Mental Health in October 2021. COVID Has Been Overtaken by a Secondary Pandemic. Illness Anxiety Disorder, or “health anxiety.” Specifically COVID-related illness anxiety disorder.

According to Mayo Clinic Illness Anxiety is a needless worry about getting seriously ill. Montgomery County citizens suffers of MASS DELUSIONAL PSYCHOSIS.

Learning to live with reality-whatever that may be- is a necessary component of growth and emotional health. Failing in that task bodes a poor outcome for the kids.

Everything we did for the almost two years didn’t work therefore lets try a totally different approach.

Please lets encourage happiness, friendships and health through exercising outdoor, eating organic food, sleeping 9 hours a night and taking vitamins and covid drugs available when sick.

Vaccine’s passports/mandates would be discriminatory against those few unvaccinated people in our area and that’s not what Montgomery County stand for it. We stand for unity and believe in acceptance!

Thank You,

Daniela D’Orazio
Hi Montgomery County Councilmembers,

No to Vaccine Passport and please start drawing back Covid restrictions immediately. Learning to live with reality—whatever that may be—is a necessary component of growth and emotional health. Failing in that task bodes a poor outcome for the kids.

The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), the American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry (AACAP) and the Children’s Hospital Association (CHA) joined together to declare a National State of Emergency in Children’s Mental Health in October 2021. Because of your face mask and all other covid restrictions our child suffers of depression and anxiety therefore you are responsible for hurting our child and there will come a day you would have to be financially responsible for all his mental care treatments.

COVID Has Been Overtaken by a Secondary Pandemic. Illness Anxiety Disorder, or “health anxiety.” Specifically COVID-related illness anxiety disorder. According to Mayo Clinic Illness Anxiety is a needless worry about getting seriously ill. Montgomery County citizens suffers of MASS DELUSIONAL PSYCHOSIS.

This a PANDEMIC OF FEAR! Stop this madness!

Forcing children to participate in a national experimental drug trial to attend school, do sport activities, movie theaters, dine at restaurants etc is a bridge many parents are not willing to cross.

The Chinese Communist Party has already begun a social points system that tracks where you go, with whom you speak, and what you say and write. Based on your compliance with government directives and policies, you gain or lose the ‘right’ to work, travel, or attend school. If more Americans do not actively fight back against this direct attack on fundamental liberties, the United States will begin to resemble Communist China more than the country we all grew up in.

Vaccine passports in Montgomery County the most vaccinated county in USA it would only create discrimination and segregation and bring China’s policies even closer into our lives. Anyone of you that supports that will lose my vote! And I am in contact with many large groups that are organizing right now how to run for your spots. For those of you who are facing term limits, we're coming for your seats. For those of you who plan to run again, we're coming for yours. This resolution is the final straw for a number of businesses, groups and individuals in this county who have seen you come close to destroying everything they’ve built. They’re willing to put money behind getting a council who won't try to bankrupt them and, by extension, the county.

Stop now! Lift all covid restrictions!

Thank You,

Daniela D’Orazio